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1.

Project execution

1.1

Objectives

In recent years artificial turf has become more and more important as a sport surface in Europe. The
advantages of artificial turf fields are obvious: much higher number of using hours, lower maintenance costs,
much more constant performance and usable in a large variety of climates. However, until now only
specialized artificial turf fields for single sport use have been developed, mainly in use for high-end purposes:
top hockey fields, top football fields, etc.
The project partners have learned from their market, that in the near future there will be a need for more
general-use fields: community fields, school fields, etc, where different users (children, seniors, amateurs)
and different sports (football, hockey, tennis, rugby, baseball, ..) would like to use the same field, but do not
want to compromise their sport needs and their safety needs.
Another important aspect for the project-partners, in order to be ready for further future developments, is to
have a tool, which will make it possible for them to design artificial turf fields much faster, thus in an
economical favourable way, preventing 'trial and error' experiments.
Current technology is not sufficient to answer these needs. Therefore, the main technical objectives for
Multiturf are:
1. Development of a design tool which can predict:
•

a selection of sport technical properties of an artificial turf field based on the field construction. This
results in a lower time to market for new products as well as economic advantages.

•

the effect of the artificial turf field on the human body. This part of the tool will give a first
indication of the safety of artificial turf fields.

2. Development of new concepts for multifunctional artificial turf fields:
•

Multi-sport concepts: Combination of several types of sports into one field, for sport facilities which
have to offer sport surfaces fulfilling competition standards and/or training requirements.

•

Multi-purpose concepts: Combination of sports with community events, like concerts and
recreational activities. This is especially important for local communities, who have less finances and
want to have comfortable and safe sport facilities which can also be used for other community
events.

•

Multi-user concept: This type of concept aims at a safe and functional surface for both children and
adults. Currently standards for sport fields are based on adults.

3. Innovations in materials and field construction
In order to be able to actually produce the new concepts described in objective 2, new material and
construction technologies will be required.
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1.2

Work performed – contractors involved

Workpackage 1: Design requirements for multifunctional use
The goal of this workpackage was to collect all information necessary for starting the concept development.
Based on this information, the final choice for multifunctionality in artificial turf, to be studied in this project,
had to be made. Also, this information was meant to determine what research would be necessary to realise
the chosen multifunctionality.
ISA Sport has started this task with building a database, after which it has been filled with information. This
includes information on the currently used constructions, requirements and standards related to the use of
artificial turf for various sports.
The project partners have delivered additional information to get the picture on artificial turf complete. Also
korfball, hockey and cricket players have been interviewed about playing on rubber infill fields. Furthermore
interviews have been performed with users of multifunctional fields, and several boards, like CEN en FIFA.
Based on this information, the final choice has been made by the companies for the types of
multifunctionality, to be developed within Multiturf.

Workpackage 2: Correlating user experiences with mechanical test data
The objective for this workpackage is to correlate the opinion and experiences of players of different age
groups to mechanical test values.
Comparison of age groups
The main task, a biomechanical study of the differences between children and adults sporting on several
surfaces, has been performed by IBV. Required material for test fields have been supplied by the consortium
partners.
From this study it became clear that the shock absorption properties
of the surface is important for the impact on the human body.
Therefore, it has been decided that the artificial athlete should be
adjusted for simulation of children. Also this has been carried out
by IBV.

Sliding friendliness
In the EU Craft project 'Socraturf', which has been carried out in 2002-2003 by this consortium, a number of
standard test methods have been compared with the experience of players. One of the most critical opinions
of players were about the sliding friendliness, for which no test equipment was available at that time. In 2004
the FIFA has introduced a new test method for testing sliding friendliness.
ISA Sport, IBV and TNO have performed a sliding test in which the equipment of ISA Sport and IBV have
been compared with the opinion of players, from a players test performed by TNO.
Test protocols
Finally, IBV and ISA Sport have set-up the test protocol for the evaluation of multifunctional artificial turf.
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Workpackage 3 Development of a predictive design tool
Within this workpackage TNO has developed a predictive design tool. At the beginning of the project the
companies have decided which sport technical properties had to be included in the tool.
The first steps for the development of such tool had been taken within the Socraturf project and have been
used as a starting point for the new tool. TNO has improved the theoretical background of the these attempts
and developed new theoretical models for the additional properties, including all constructions parts of a
fields as design parameters. The theoretical models have been 'translated' into formulas which could be
implemented in Excel. By using Excel all partners were able to use the tool at their office, without the
necessity of specific new software programs.
An important task has been the validation of the theoretical models. Using materials of the companies, ISA
Sport and IBV have performed a lot of tests in their lab for validation.
TenCate Thiolon has studied the compaction of some rubber infill materials in their lab.
The injury prediction part of the tool has been developed by TNO using a human model called Madymo.

Workpackage 4 Concept development
With workpackage 4 the main task of the companies started. Together with the RTD-partners they have
generated a list of 14 ideas for new concepts, materials and constructions, using the results from WP1.
All partners took part in this task:
• TenCate Thiolon, Edel Grass, Arcadis & ISA Sport
• Arcadis
• Edel Grass
• Arcadis & Edel Grass
• TenCate Thiolon
• Poligras, IBV
• Saltex
• Saltex & Recipneu
• Recipneu
• TNO
• IBV

 concepts for football-hockey fields
 new base construction
 flexible lining, new infill/shock pads combi's
 full grass concept
 yarn improvements, new infill material
 concepts for football-rugby
 mobile system, snow removing methods
 concepts for school field
 improvement of cryogenic process
 flexible lining
 evaluation of new EN15330

Workpackage 5 Prototype development
Starting with the concept ideas for multifunctional fields, prototypes have been developed and installed. All
partners took their part and worked hard in order to end up with some nice prototypes and material results.

Workpackage 6 Evaluation of the prototypes
IBV, ISA Sport and TNO have tested the fields with mechanical and biomechanical test methods.
TNO has used the results of these tests for the final evaluation of the design tool.
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1.3

End results

1. Information database
The information database developed by ISA Sport contains following information:
• Requirements for all relevant sports fields
• Field constructions currently used for these sports
• Standard test methods for relevant sports
This database is a very useful tool for the project partners to find information about all types of artificial turf
fields in an easy way.
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2. Design tool
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The design tool has been developed to make it possible to predict the most critical properties of an artificial
turf field. These are the shock absorbing properties, HIC (head injury criterion) and ball bounce. The tool is
based on theoretical descriptions (analytical formulas) of the different layers of an artificial turf field. The
rubber infill and the e-layer are important parts of this construction, but also the yarn and the sub-base have
been modelled.
By choosing the details of a field construction, the design tool automatically calculates the force reduction,
energy restitution, deformation, HIC-value and ball rebounce. The predictions by the tool have been
compared with experiments in the laboratory and show a very good resemblance within boundaries.
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The tool also contains the prediction of compaction of rubber infill in time. It predicts the maximum value of
the force reduction after maximum compaction as well as the number of cycles to reach this maximum.
Another features is a graph which shows the influence of the rubber infill layer on the force reduction, the
influence of a shock pad on the force reduction as well as these influences on the energy restitution.
Furthermore the tool can be used for cost calculation.
The final part of the design tool concerns the injury risk of sporting on artificial turf fields: Based on the
selected field construction the tool will give an indication of the risk on ankle injuries in movements like
jumping, turning and a tackle. This prediction is based on the calculation of the sport technical properties of a
field as well as a human model. It can be used to obtain indications of the safety of both the field and the shoe
used by the sports men. This part of the tool has not been validated and should therefore be used with great
care.
The consortium partners will use the design tool for their own new developments and for demonstrations to
their customers.
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3.

New multifunctional prototypes

During the first period of the project, the consortium partners have selected the most interesting types of
multifunctionality for commercialisation. Especially some combinations of sports appeared to be interesting
to many customers, because it makes the exploitation more interesting. These combinations are footballhockey and football-rugby. Furthermore, school boards and communities showed interest in
multifunctionality: they want to have facilities on which children can do all kinds of sports in a safe and
pleasant way.
The prototypes developed within the project are:
Multi-sports prototypes:
1. A football-rugby field. Two prototype fields have been installed on 'real scale' by Poligras in Spain. As
tested by IBV, the fields fulfil the performance requirements of the FIFA and FER.
2. A football-hockey field. This field has been installed as small sports field (20x40 m) at a test location of
the Sportscomplex in Eindhoven. TenCate Thiolon has produced the yarn and rubber infill for this field.
Edel Grass has tufted the special construction with two types of yarn and Arcadis has performed the
necessary groundwork before the installation by Edel Grass. Standard tests performed by ISA Sport
showed, that it fulfils the KNVB and FIH standards.
3. A football-hockey field base on hockey construction. A test field of 2x12 m has been built by Edel Grass
at the location of ISA Sport. Tests have learned that it doesn't fulfill yet all the requirement, but that it
looks suitable for football and hockey training.
Multi-user prototype:
4. A field suitable as sports field for schools. Ball sports like basket ball and volleyball can be played on it
because of the harder top layer than a football field. This prototype, developed by Saltex and Recipneu,
has been installed at a small scale in the lab of IBV.
Multi-purpose prototype:
5. Full grass community playground. Two full grass
systems has been installed in Bergen op Zoom by
Arcadis and Edel Grass in order to show that also
without infill a field with enough shock damping can
be realised. An AKAM system as well as a Alveo
shock pad have been used for force reduction.
6. Mobile grass system. Although not tested at a large
scale, Saltex has been able to develop a system of
grass tiles, that can be easily installed and removed
again for special occasions.
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4.

Improvements in material and constructions

Yarn improvement
TenCate Thiolon has succeeded in developing a new type of fibre with improved resilience in combination
with a good durability. Some processing experiments still have to be performed before this material can
actually be put on the market.
System development
By building a lot of systems on lab scale, TenCate has gained a lot of knowledge about the interaction
between all field construction parts. This has been useful in the development of the football-hockey system
which has now been installed in Eindhoven. Also, this knowledge has been the starting point of the
development of some new types of infill materials.
Snow removal systems
After having evaluated a number of snow removal methods like
mechanical removal, the use of chemicals and the use of a tent
over the field, Saltex has concluded that their new heating
system seems to be a nice (although expensive) system for
extending the period of use of artificial turf fields in Scandinavia.
This system is based on a conducting film which is put
underneath the grass carpet.
Shock pads
Saltex has developed a new type of shock pad with improved
dimension stability.
Cryogenically recycled rubber
Recipneu is working in the field of improving the quality of the rubber infill. Recipneu is a certified company
on Quality NP ISO 9001:2000, Environment NP ISO 14001:2004 and Health OHSAS 18001:1999. Now the
company is able to assure standarized processes for high quality products. With their process Recipneu has
introduced a special type of recycled SBR for use in artificial turf fields: cryogenically recycled rubber. The
advantages of this type of rubber in comparison to normal recycled rubber are less smell and less leaching to
the environment. Sport technical properties are comparable with ambient recycled rubber.
Even more important from the environmental point of
view is the 'zero waste' policy of Recipneu. Recipneu
has succeeded in the past years to develop a recycling
process trending to zero waste production. In this
process steel and textiles are removed and sold for reuse. The rubber is cryogenically processed into rubber
granulates which all of them are used in artificial turf,
in horse arenas, asphalt and several rubber applications.
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AKAM sub-base construction
A cost reduction in the installation of artificial turf fields has been obtained by Arcadis. This company has
succeeded in developing a sub-base layer which needs to be only 20 cm
deep instead of the normally used 50 cm. Besides that the system has a
very good shock absorbing characteristics, which makes it possible to
use less rubber in the top-layer.

Flexible lining
An aspect that will determine the success of a multifunctional field is a
flexible lining system. New and innovative ideas have been developed
by TNO, but these require additional product development before they
can be implemented in actual field constructions. At this moment simple
solutions like removable paint and tapes seem to be more realistic in the
short term.
The Multiturf consortium is looking for companies who would start
developing a more high tech system for flexible lining.
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4. Experiences of players in relation to test equipment

Children versus adults
In youth soccer, the relationship between playing surfaces and injuries has not yet been studied sufficiently to
make specific recommendations about safety.
Based on literature information and own experience IBV has set-up a test protocol for a preliminary study.
From this study it became clear that the shock absorption properties of the surface is important for the impact
on the human body. Therefore, it has been decided that the artificial athlete should be adjusted for simulation
of children.
Differences between the movements of children and
adults on artificial and natural turf fields have been
studied in order to have a first indication of the
effect of artificial turf on children. Children respond
differently to artificial turf, which lead to the
conclusion that a mechanical test method should be
developed simulating children, because current
methods are based on adults. Therefore an artificial
athlete has been developed that can simulate the
impact of a running child on a surface. This result
will be discussed with the CEN, which might use it
in their vision about multifunctional artificial turf
fields.
Sliding friendliness
In the foregoing Socraturf project a number of standard test methods have been compared with the experience
of players. One of the most critical opinions of players were about the sliding friendliness, for which no test
equipment was available at that time.
Only recently, methods have been developed for testing the sliding friendliness of artificial turf fields. In
2004 the FIFA has introduced a new test method for testing sliding friendliness. In this study the research
institutes have compared two test methods with the experience of soccer players. The results show that the
mechanical results are not suitable to compare natural turf with artificial turf. Furthermore, the friction
coefficient of three different types of 3rd generation artificial turf fields appeared to be small, which makes it
hard to draw conclusions about sliding friendliness of the fields. Also, the sporters appeared to have a
different opinion than the test equipment. Further research is necessary in order to find other ways of getting
information from the tests. The results will be discussed with standardization committees.
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2

Dissemination and use

2.1

Use of results

Three types of exploitable results have been foreseen in this project:
1. Predictive design tool
2. New multifunctional artificial turf materials, constructions, concepts and prototypes.
3. Results from biomechanical research.
Per results following issues will be indicated as far as public and relevant:
• Description of the result (product(s) envisaged, functional description, main advantages, innovations).
• Possible market opportunities
• Stage of development
• Collaboration sought or offered
• Intellectual property rights granted or published
• Contact details

1. Predictive design tool
•

The Design tool has been developed to make it possible to predict the most critical sport technical
properties of an artificial turf field for football. These are the shock absorbing properties, the HIC-value
and ball bounce. The tool is based on theoretical descriptions of the different layers of an artificial turf
field. By choosing the details of a field construction, the sport technical field properties are calculated
automatically. Validation of the theory has taken place by performing a lot of experiments on small lab
samples using FIFA-test methods.

•

The consortium partners see mainly chances for their own use for new product development and
marketing.

•

The prediction of the sport technical properties of the field is quite good and has been validated. The part
of injury prediction is still in a very early stage of development and has not been validated.

•

At this moment the consortium has decided not to commericalize the tool, but keep it for their own use.
It could be interesting however, to try to improve the injury-prediction part of the tool. This would only
be possible with an institute or company with a lot of experience in (sport) injuries.

•

The tool will only be used for development and marketing by authorized employees of the consortium
companies.
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2. New multifunctional artificial turf materials, constructions, concepts and prototypes
•

Based on information from customers and requirements of sports federations, multifunctional concepts
have been developed. In order to proof the performance of these ideas in practice, laboratory experiments
have been carried out. This resulted in four new types of artificial turf prototypes:
- a football-rugby field (by Poligras, ES);
- a football-hockey field (by Edel Grass, Arcadis, TenCate Thiolon, NL);
- a multifunctional school field (by Saltex, FI);
- community playground (by Arcadis, NL).
Furthermore some improvements have been made in materials and constructions for artificial turf fields:
- The use of recycled car tyres grinded via a cryogenic process. This type of rubber, called Cryoflex,
smells less and shows less leaching into the environment (by Recipneu, PT);
- More resilient fibre yarn (by Ten Cate Thiolon, NL);
- Cheaper and more dampening base construction: the AKAM-system (by Arcadis, NL);
- A (re)movable system (by Saltex, FI);
- A new heating system(by Saltex, FI).
Finally, some new, innovative ideas have been developed for flexible lining (by TNO).
AKAM, the construction
Construction height: 20 cm

Artificial grass
Sub base

AKAM SportsLayer
Sand

Drainage

Sub base 16 cm
Pile length 4 cm
Sand-infill 1,5 cm
TPE-infill 0,5 cm

AKAM system

Heating system

Removable system

•

The market for these products is the sports surface market. In recent years artificial turf has become
increasingly important as a sports surface in Europe. Until now only specialized artificial turf fields for
single sport use have been developed, like hockey fields and more recently, football fields.
In the near future a need for more general-use fields, like community fields or school fields, is expected.

•

Some of the developed concepts have been further worked out to prototypes. These prototypes can be
marketed already. Other concepts are still in the phase of 'idea', like the flexible lining.

•

Collaboration is sought for the further development of flexible lining. A high tech system, which could
change the lines from, e.g. a hockey field into a football field, would be very interesting. So far, we have
not found a company who is interested in realizing such development. Edel Grass has contact with an
industrial designer who was interested in the idea of flexible lining with LED-technology. But in first
instance this designer will put his effort in hard surfaces, in which LEDs are easer to implement.

•

The field prototypes have not been protected; this is not really useful. The AKAM-system has been
patented by Arcadis.

•

Company contact information can be found on the Multiturf website (www.multiturf.com).
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3. Results from biomechanical research
•

Because the Multiturf consortium finds it important to develop new concepts based on the experiences
and wishes of the sports people, biomechanical research has been carried out on two specific topics:
1. Differences between the movements of children and adults on artificial and natural turf fields.
Children appear to respond differently to artificial turf, so a mechanical test method has been
developed simulating children. This test method can help to develop sport surfaces that will improve
pleasure and performance of children playing on the field.
2. Sliding friendliness of the field. Four fields have been evaluated with two sliding test methods and by
football players. The main conclusion was, that the differences between three different types of 3rd
generation artificial turf were very small, which makes it hard to draw conclusions about sliding
friendliness of the fields. Also, the sporters appeared to have a different opinion than the test
equipment. Further research is necessary in order to find other ways of getting information from the
tests.

Biomechanical research

•

Sliding test

There is not really a market opportunity here. The tests have been performed to evaluate the test
equipment as (going to be) used in normalization tests. Therefore the test results will be communicated
by IBV and ISA Sport with standardization committees.
Furthermore, gained knowledge and results can be used by the project partners for field development.
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2.2

Dissemination

In this section some dissemination results have been described.

2.2.1

Flyer

The flyer for Multiturf has been updated several times and has been published on
http://www.tno.nl/content.cfm?context=markten&content=product&laag1=192&laag2=249&item_id=496.
(this site on the TNO website is available in Dutch and English).
Also it has been shown on several of the above mentioned fairs, conferences and meetings.
2.2.2 Website
As coordinator TNO had the responsibility to start and maintain a project website. This website has often
been visited (as we know from responses we got) by people all over the world. Most of these people wanted a
quotation for artificial turf fields in general, but some of them were interested in our multifunctional fields.

2.2.3

STARSS Conference

Science, Technology and Research into Sport Surfaces (STARSS); 17-18 September 2007
From internet www.sportsurf.org: "This is the first of a new biennial conference for those interested and
involved in sport surfaces. Its inception is borne out of the successful SportSURF network, bringing together
many academic disciplines and industrial parties to discuss and formulate research needs for sport surfaces of
the future. The conference aims to provide a unique opportunity for the discussion of current research ideas
and findings, dissemination of current practice and the transfer of technology and ideas between attendees
from the academic and industrial communities."
TNO, ISA Sport, IBV and Ten Cate all visited this scientific conference in Loughborough, UK. It was a very
interesting conference, with very diverse subjects in the field of sport surface technology. TNO has presented
the Multiturf design tool and the way we have integrated human modeling in it. The response to this
presentation was very positive: People are surprised that it is already possible to make predictions of field
properties and injury risk. Besides that, we also got some critical responses: It is very difficult to validate the
results of the prediction of injuries. We agree with this criticism and see it as our challenge to perform more
study at this point in the future, because injuries are a very important aspect of sport surfaces.
Furthermore, some people asked whether the tool was already for sale. This is not the case, but it shows that
we have chosen an important issue in artificial turf: be able to predict the properties of a very complex and
expensive product.
Ten Cate Thiolon has presented their view on the subject, which is that the players experiences are very
important in the evaluation of the quality of artificial turf fields. This is not always clear from the standard
tests which have to be carried out for FIFA certification.
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2.2.4

Article in SportAccom May 2007 (published by ISA Sport)
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2.2.5

FSB International Trade Fair 2007

Each two years the FSB Sports Fair is organized in Köln, also in 2007 (End of October). This is the place to
be for all artificial turf manufacturers for meeting each other and new and current clients. Moreover, it is the
place to show the world new developments. All our project partners were present at this fair. Saltex for
example has presented their new type of removable artificial turf concept and Edel Grass has shown our
Multiturf poster.
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2.2.6 Article in Notigras
Interview with Mrs. Wiegersma as coordinator of the project in Notigras, a publication of Poligras,
december 2007 (Translation in English underneath).
http://www..poligras.es/notigras/seccion.aspx?id=120
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2.2.7 Opening of ISA Sport building
Sheets of Ties Joosten (ISA Sport) during the opening of the new building of ISA Sport.

ISA SPORT: INNOVATIES / TOEKOMST

ISA SPORT: INNOVATIES / TOEKOMST

Multifunctioneel gebruik
kunstgras, Multiturf

Biomechanisch
onderzoek

1

2

ISA SPORT: INNOVATIES / TOEKOMST

Alternatieve
constructies

3
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2.2.8

Press release

The article underneath has been written by TNO as press release for papers and magazines, like the TNO
Magazine (publications in March 2008, in Dutch and English), the Eindhovens Dagblad and SportAccom.
Multifunctionele sportvelden
Kunstgras sportvelden kunnen voor meerdere sporten worden gebruikt. Dat scheelt ruimte en geld.
In de afgelopen jaren is voor sportvelden het gebruik van kunstgras meer en meer in zwang gekomen. Kunstgras sportvelden
kunnen veel intensiever worden gebruikt, hebben lagere onderhoudskosten en zorgen voor gelijkmatiger sportprestaties. Tot nu
toe werden dergelijke velden aangelegd voor de beoefening van één sport. Sportverenigingen – en ook de sporters zelf – zijn er
van oudsher ook aan gewend om sportvelden ‘voor zichzelf’ te hebben.
In het onderzoeksproject Multiturf, uitgevoerd binnen het Zesde Kaderprogramma van de EU en vorige maand afgesloten, zijn
de perspectieven voor multifunctioneel gebruik bestudeerd. Bij dit programma waren zes bedrijven en drie
onderzoeksorganisaties betrokken: Poligras Iberica S.A. en IBV (Spanje), Recipneu LDA (Portugal), Saltex Oy (Finland) en
Ten Cate Thiolon BV, Edel Grass BV, Arcadis Regio BV, ISA Sport en TNO (Nederland), met TNO als coördinator.
In veel Europese steden is de beschikbare ruimte schaars en dus kostbaar. Voor lokale overheden, amateursportclubs, scholen
en dergelijke biedt multifunctioneel gebruik van sportterreinen dan ook voordelen. Om dergelijke sportvelden te realiseren, is
in het kader van het Multiturf-project biomechanisch onderzoek gedaan om op basis van de behoeften van de sporters vast te
stellen aan welke eisen het terrein moet voldoen, gelet op de te leveren prestaties en het voorkómen van blessures. Daarnaast
heeft TNO een design tool ontwikkeld die de meest kritische eigenschappen van een kunstgrasveld kan voorspellen, dat door
de deelnemende bedrijven gebruikt kan worden voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe typen kunstgrasvelden.
Op basis van de resultaten van het Multiturf-project kunnen nieuwe concepten voor kunstgras sportvelden worden ontwikkeld
en getest. Zo is er inmiddels op het sportcomplex Eindhoven-Noord een voetbal-hockeyveldje van kunstgras aangelegd; dit is
onderdeel van een grotere ‘proeftuin’ met allerlei innovaties op het gebied van sportaccommodaties die hier – mede in
samenwerking met TNO – wordt gerealiseerd. In Spanje wordt een voetbal-rugbyveld (prototype) aangelegd, en er bestaan ook
plannen voor een multifunctioneel sportveld bij een school in Finland.
Info: sjoukje.wiegersma@tno.nl

Multifunctional sports pitches
Artificial turf can be used for various sports, and that makes a difference in terms of space and money.
In recent years artificial turf has become increasingly in vogue for sports pitches; they enable more intensive use, have lower
maintenance costs and make for more consistent sporting performance. To date, sports pitches have tended to be laid for single
sport use. Sports associations, and sportsmen themselves, are traditionally married to their own personal sports pitch.
In the Multiturf study, carried out within the EU’s Sixth Framework Programme and rounded off in last February,
prospects for multifunctional use were explored. Six companies and three research organisations were involved: Poligras
Iberica S.A. and IBV (Spain), Recipneu LDA (Portugal), Saltex Oy (Finland) and Ten Cate Thiolon BV, Edel Grass BV,
Arcadis Regio BV, ISA Sport and TNO (Netherlands), with TNO acting as coordinator.
In many European cities space is scarce and, therefore, expensive. For local authorities, amateur sports clubs, schools
and the like multifunctional use of sports pitches has its advantages. To be able to build these kind of sports pitches,
biomechanical research has been done in the context of the Multiturf project to establish, on the basis of the needs of the
sportsmen, the requirements that the sports pitch has to fulfil, with a view to performance and prevention of injury. In addition,
TNO has come up with a design tool that is able to predict the most critical features of an artificial turf pitch, which can be
used by the participating companies for the development of new types of artificial turf pitches.
The results of the Multiturf project has enabled new concepts for artificial turf pitches to be developed and tested. At
a sports complex in Eindhoven a combined soccer-hockey artificial turf pitch has been installed; this is part of an experiment
with all kinds of innovations in the area of sports accommodation being made possible, in collaboration with TNO. In Spain a
soccer-rugby pitch (prototype) is being laid and there are plans in Finland for a multifunctional school sports pitch.
Info: sjoukje.wiegersma@tno.nl
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Meeting with the press in relation to the new prototype field in Eindhoven

On February 13 2008, our contact person at the Sportcomplex Eindhoven Noord had invited a journalist of
the Eindhovens Dagblad (local daily journal). On this day the new football-hockey prototype was tested by
ISA Sport and TNO. The journalist has seen part of this test and has interviewed both research institutes as
well as a representative of the Sportcomplex.
During the final meeting, held in Eindhoven on the Sportcomplex Eindhoven Noord, a journalist of the
magazine SportAccom (magazine of NOC*NSF, the Dutch Olympic
committee) joined us at lunch time. He has asked all partners about
their vision on the project and its results. The article will be published
in June 2008, when a special about artificial turf is planned.

Eindhovens Dagblad 19 February 2008
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